Stardate 9909.11

Host Quchant says:
The story so far.....after a brief fire fight with Ferengi....the away team chased the ferengi from the planet and shut down the illegal systems....they found a box...that they couldn't scan inside and transported it to the Science Bay on Deck 17 (right under the secondary system)....contained within a forcefield, it went boom....there is a fire

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Orion Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>.

CSO_Lance says:
::on her way to the bridge::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The fire is still raging...

CTO_Rowlf says:
::Is lying unconsience in the lab while the fire rahes::

CEO_Roger says:
:: starts to crawl through the jeffres tube on deck 17 to start the fire surpresion manulely ::

EOBradley says:
::Walk out of sickbay::

COEdwards says:
::wonders what the progress is with the fire::

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> Warning: Inner hull on deck 17 is about to breach.  Forcefields are recommended

CSO_Lance says:
*CO* Sir, why did we go to yellow alert?

CEO_Roger says:
:: Starts tapping on a consel to start the fire surpresion system ::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: CEO gets a few error beeps from the Console

COEdwards says:
*CSO* : A fire has been started.. apparently the Ferengi box was booby-trapped.

CSO_Lance says:
*CO* I'm on my way to Science then.

CEO_Roger says:
:: moves along the tube to another conel and trys again ::

COEdwards says:
::taps at his arm chair console to bring up manual activation of emergency forcefields::

CSO_Lance says:
::turns around and moves into the opposite direction to reach Deck 17::

EOBradley says:
::Walks out his quarters with sandwich in mouth and heads to engineering::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Science Bay Duty Officer and ASO lay outisde the lab....the CTO is by the door.....

CEO_Roger says:
:: attempts to start the Fire Surpresion system ::

CSO_Lance says:
::reaches Science and sees SBDO and ASO laying unconsciously on the floor::

COEdwards says:
Computer : Lock on to all three officers and transport them to Sickbay.

Host Quchant says:
<Ens:Fo Ton> *Bridge*: Bridge...is there a problem with the environmental controls...it's getting a bit warm down here

FCO_Wuer says:
::Dario sits at the CONN:: CO: Sir, there could still be more ferengi vessels in the area, I sugest we stay alert...

CTO_Rowlf says:
::Can feel the heat but is too weak to move::

CEO_Roger says:
Computer: Is the Fire surpresion system now online ::

COEdwards says:
*Fo Ton* : There is currently a fire one deck above you. You needn't worry.

Host Quchant says:
<FoTon>: *CO*: Sir...do they need help?

CTO_Rowlf says:
::Is dying!::

EOBradley says:
::Walks into Enginnering and notices people running about::

COEdwards says:
FCO Wuer : Keep an eye on tactical sensors..

COEdwards says:
*FoTon* : Anything you can help with would be appreciated.

CSO_Lance says:
*CO* The transporters didn't work, Sir. I need help to move them away from the fire!

CEO_Roger says:
*CO* Sir the Fire surpresion system is still offline, I'm attempting to re start it manuely.

FCO_Wuer says:
CO: Aye Sir.  ::Re calibrates his console to display tactical read-outs::

CEO_Roger says:
:: crawls along to the next consel and trys again ::

CSO_Lance says:
*Sickbay* Get an emergeny med team down to Deck 17 as soon as possible.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: A couple of the panels on the bridge start to flicker....Science II, Conn, Tac II

EOBradley says:
::Notices CEO is not there and finds out he is on deck 17. Goes down to offer assisstance::

CSO_Lance says:
::sighs when she thinks of the heavy weight of the Klingon CTO but starts trying to move him away anyway::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the panel the CEO is at is mainly unaffected by the fire....and works

CEO_Roger says:
Computer: Start Fire Surpresion System on Deck 17.

COEdwards says:
*CSO Lance* : Use the high-temperature suits to get in there and get them out.
*CEO* : Do your best..

FCO_Wuer says:
::Dario looks to the TAC II, reads out thats are flashing up on his console::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the fire supression kicks in and within 30 seconds the fire is out.....casulaty list....CTO, ASO, SBDO, CSO (Minor burns)

CSO_Lance says:
::sighs in relief::

CEO_Roger says:
<Computer> Fire surpresion system online.

EOBradley says:
::Sees CEO in Jefferies Tube:: CEO: Need any help, sir?

CEO_Roger says:
:: Just stops to catch is breath ::

COEdwards says:
::sees his chair console start to flicker::
Computer : Identify problem with Bridge console.

CSO_Lance says:
::on her way to SB::

FCO_Wuer says:
CO: Sir, we seem to have a systems disruption, maybe the fire is effecting the computer systems...

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> CO: the bridge consoles are being affected by secondary systems, which store the customizable layouts for the panels

CEO_Roger says:
EO_Bradley: Your To Late, funs over !

EOBradley says:
CEO_Roger: That's whay I hate sickbay...

COEdwards says:
Computer :Why are the secondary systems affecting the Bridge consoles?

CTO_Rowlf says:
::wakes up on a bio bed::

FCO_Wuer says:
::Dario console flikers one last time and then blanks out:: CO; Sir, I can`t use this console for Conn operations any longer!

CEO_Roger says:
EO_Bradley: Lets get out of here.

Host Quchant says:
<computer> CO: the customizable layout for the panels are stored in the secondary systems sub system

CTO_Rowlf says:
Self: Why am I here?

Host Quchant says:
<computer> CO: the secondary systems are damaged due to the recent fire on deck 17.  Recommend immediate layover repair in the nearest starbase

COEdwards says:
Wuer : Contact Engineering, see if they can fix the problem.

CEO_Roger says:
:: starts to crawl back to the entrance to deck 17 ::

CSO_Lance says:
::gets treated in SB then leaves to head to the bridge::

EOBradley says:
::Arrives in Engineering::

FCO_Wuer says:
*CEO*: The Conn console on the bridge has just shut down and I can`t get any controls at all, until its sorted we`re all flying blind... and I would hate for us to crash into something.

CSO_Lance says:
::enters TL:: Computer: Bridge.

CEO_Roger says:
*FCO* I'll take a look at it.

CEO_Roger says:
:: Closes hatch to the jeffres tube and walks down to a TL ::

CSO_Lance says:
::enters Bridge:: CO: Reporting back for duty, Sir. Anything I can do?

COEdwards says:
::taps a few buttons on his console before it goes dark::
COM : USS Orion to nearest Starbase, we require immediate assistance.

FCO_Wuer says:
*CEO*: Well ASAP like a say we don`t want to cause anymore problems, thanks.

Host Quchant says:
<SB 754> COM: Orion: CO: Orion...we are recieving you...please state the nature of your problem

CEO_Roger says:
*FCO* I'll start as soon as I can.

CEO_Roger says:
:: enters TL ::

CEO_Roger says:
:: exits TL ::

COEdwards says:
COM : Starbase 754 : A recent fire failed to be contained by emergency supression force fields, which caused the secondary systems to malfunction. We wil be incoming in bad shape.

CEO_Roger says:
:: Enters Engineering ::

CSO_Lance says:
::takes over the Science station::

Host Quchant says:
<SB754> COM: Orion: Do you need the SB tugs to meet you and tow you in?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Orion is still orbiting the planet

COEdwards says:
COM : Starbase 754 : That would be much appreciated.

Host Quchant says:
<SB754> COM: Orion: We'll get things ready for you.....let us know your ETA

COEdwards says:
COM : Starbase 745 : Transmitting our coordinates now.
Stand by for ETA..

FCO_Wuer says:
CO: Sir,  I need to take over another console and re-route Conn through to that console

COEdwards says:
FCO Wuer : Then do it..

CEO_Roger says:
:: moves start to a consel and runs a level 3 diagnostic on the customizable consel layout system ::

FCO_Wuer says:
::Dario takes over another console and re-routes Conn through to that terminal::

CEO_Roger says:
<Computer> Diagnostic Completed customizable consel layout system is working within normal peramiters .

EOBradley says:
::Goes to a console and begins performing a diagnostic on hull strength in Deck 17::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the console the FCO is at springs to life

FCO_Wuer says:
CO: Captain, I can give you limited warp now...

CEO_Roger says:
*FCO* It should be working ok now.

EOBradley says:
*CO* Sir, we can go at Warp 1.. Warp 2 at best.

COEdwards says:
Wuer : Very well... set course for Starbase 754 at warp... 2. And give me an ETA.

EOBradley says:
*CO* The warp core has been badly damaged due to hull stress around Deck 17, close to our position.

CSO_Lance says:
CO Some of the short range sensors are working again, too.

COEdwards says:
*EO*: Understood Ensign.

CEO_Roger says:
:: enters his office ::

FCO_Wuer says:
CO: At Warp 2 our ETA would 108 days, have we got that long?

COEdwards says:
FCO Wuer : Not exactly...
COM : Starbase 754 : How long before your tractor ships reach us? We can travel at approximatelt warp 2, and it would take over three months to reach you.

EOBradley says:
*CO* I may be able to get you Warp 3, but it'll strain the nacelles.

CEO_Roger says:
:: exits his office :: EO_Bradley: Is there a problem Ens ?

EOBradley says:
CEO: I'm trying to find a way to get us to go faster than Warp 3, sir.

COEdwards says:
*EO* : That would still take too long.. stand by.

CEO_Roger says:
EO_Bradley: Why can't we exseed warp3 ?

Host Quchant says:
<SB754> COM: Orion: The tugs have a top speed of warp 6...we can be there in a little over 2 days......2 days straight if you head in this direction.....we can reinforce your hull when we get there and tow you back...you should be back here in a little over a week

EOBradley says:
CEO: Among other things, trying to get the Supression systems working took up a lot of power.

FCO_Wuer says:
*CEO*: Is there a reason we can`t go beyond Warp 3?

CEO_Roger says:
EO: So our first job is to obtain more power, get backups online if nessesary.

EOBradley says:
CEO: Huill stress on Deck 17 is the main factor on us not being able to go at high warp.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The Orion's hull is severly damaged on deck 17...the stress caused by high warp would rip the ship apart..

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the emergency biobed monitors in sickbay on the CTO's bed start alarming....he is going into arrest

CSO_Lance says:
CO: I'm getting fatal hull readings from deck 17. We can't go to high warp or the ship gets ripped apart, sir.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Various medical personnel start running around trying to save the CTO.....

COEdwards says:
COM : Starbase 754 : We'll do the best we can.. the warp core is extremely delicate at this point.. Edwards out.

COEdwards says:
CSO Lance : Understood Lieutenant.

FCO_Wuer says:
*CEO*: Could we not put all non-essential power into an external forcefield round deck 17, allowing for the structural integrety of the deck to at least hold together for the duration of the trip to the Starbase for repair?

CEO_Roger says:
EO:  we may be able to reinforce the hull and get another warp factor and a half out of the engines !

EOBradley says:
CEO: I'll try, but it'll have to be quick.

CEO_Roger says:
*CO* Were going to try enforcing the hull here, we might be able to get up to warp 4.5 and thats max.

EOBradley says:
CEO: The Structural Integrity grid is gaining strength!

COEdwards says:
*CEO Rogers* : Whatever you can safely allow Chief.

CEO_Roger says:
*CO* Yes Sir

FCO_Wuer says:
Himself: Perhaps we should all get out and push...

CEO_Roger says:
EO: good keep working on it

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the bio bed readings for CTO are low....

COEdwards says:
FCO : Set an intercept course with the tug ships.. maximum safe speed. Engage.

FCO_Wuer says:
CO: Course set, and engaged

Host Quchant says:
ACITON: the Orion jumps to warp....carefully.........

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The biobed readings for the CTO....flatline....medical people start to try and save him

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

